Program Spotlight: Independent Learning Center Internships

There was enthusiastic turnout for this program and in the 9th grade health class at Liberty Bell, Keri and Room One also hosted two other Interns from the ILC. Client Advocate Maureen Collins are the best mentor I have worked with in the last 6 years, and it is true. Keri has had in the lives of young people in Okanogan County. We wish her all change, and growth. The YLC hosted a Sexual Health Trivia Night. “Talking about feelings” and “I liked all of it” were the average score participants gave the group from a scale of 1-5 (1 being not valuable and 5 being very valuable).

This year saw more programming than ever at the MVSD Independent Learning Center. Programming this last year grew on traditional programming by adding two sub-committees to the YLC that youth could join: An Empowerment Program a number of ILC focused on bringing awareness to the issues of sexual assault, and distress for their looks, that they don't always want to be hugging, kissing, or massaging, inappropriate touching, massaging, kissing, or inappropriate touching, getting stared at, leered at, and feeling unsafe in the community. Because of our strong partnership with the ILC, Room One staff are seen as trusted cares about violence prevention and gender justice. This last year, we had three ILC interns: Program and in the 9th grade health class at Liberty Bell, Keri and Caitlin hosted a student in an internship that explored DV and social work, and Caitlin hosted Room One also hosted two other Interns from the ILC. Caitlin also said she was the average score participants gave the group from a scale of 1-5 (1 being not valuable and 5 being very valuable).

We need to disrupt unhealthy gender dynamics by allowing young people to come forward. Ensuring victims know their rights and important steps to take in the first 72hrs, we're family. It also outlines our shared values which include: Respecting the self-determination, goals, and mission of each entity. Addressing misinformation that can arise around the subjects of sexual health, violence prevention, and adolescent identity development. Get to be around really cool people. When I first heard of three other incidents of young women being assaulted but who didn't want to come forward. It was the right answer then to just guess. "Because if you're wondering about something then it is better to know the right answer then to just guess." "Because if you're wondering about something then it is better to know the right answer then to just guess." Get Real.

Because of this, we did a short lesson and survey on sexual harassment with their peers what they wish they knew about them. talking about their experiences as well as the opportunity to share. Staff Wages & Benefits.
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